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John Mason's firebrick installations on view, Ruth Chandler Williamson Gallery at Scripps College
CLAREMONT, CA.- Los Angeles was the site of a “revolution in clay” in which a small group of artists
challenged studio pottery’s traditional focus on utilitarian ware to bring forth sculptural forms. One of the
central figures, John Mason, emerged as a sculptor of power, creating new works in clay that claimed equal
footing with art in other media. Mason went on to work with clay and space as a visionary. In his Hudson
River Series, Mason turned to manufactured fire bricks as a medium, revealing most distinctly his deep interest
in the role of viewer and his fascination with the process of perception. This exhibition of his work at
the Williamson Gallery of Scripps College features an installation that Mason created in preparation for the
series, one that lays the foundation of his thinking for the work yet to come. While doors open on Aug. 25,
2018, the formal opening of the exhibit takes place on Sat., Sept. 15 from 7 to 9 pm and features live music
and light refreshments. The show closes Oct. 21.
This unusual exhibit focuses on one firebrick installation, consisting of approximately 4,500 bricks—a
recreation of an early work, one predating the series that would monopolize Mason’s thoughts for much of the
1970s. Mason said of these installations, “We’re dealing with measurement, we’re dealing with interval, we’re
dealing with progression, we’re dealing with sequence…and it’s all immediately visible.” At the center of the
work is the simple firebrick. In the 1970s, Mason began thinking about those bricks and exactly what he could
do with them.
Built into firebrick surfaces, Mason realized, was an infinite number of possible effects having to do with
texture, color, and variable arrangement. He saw that the work, when viewed from an increasing number of
vantage points, would disclose ever more information about its surface and its relationship to the viewer.
While the geometry of the sequence was immediately visible, one’s experience of its materiality was elusive.
Mary MacNaughton, director of the Williamson Gallery notes, “Mason can be seen as a precursor to the ‘slow
art movement,’ which has emerged as a riposte to viewers who scan art exhibitions and spend only seconds on
artworks. Instead, the movement encourages viewers to focus on durational looking at artworks to allow them
to take effect on the viewer. For the last fifty years, Mason’s works certainly have rewarded slow looking.”
In honor of Mason’s artistic achievement, the Williamson Gallery is publishing a book entitled John Mason
Sculpture: 1950-2010, which is the first in-depth study of Mason’s rich oeuvre. In this book, essays by Jeff
Kelley, John O’Brien, and Suzanne Muchnic demonstrate how John Mason emerged as a sculptor of power,
creating new works in clay that claimed equal footing with art in other media.
Scripps College was founded in 1926 by Ellen Browning Scripps, a pioneering philanthropist and influential
figure in the worlds of education, publishing, and women’s rights. Today, Scripps is a nationally top-ranked
liberal arts college and women’s college with approximately 980 students, and is a member of The Claremont
Colleges in Southern California. The mission of Scripps College is to educate women to develop their intellects
and talents through active participation in a community of scholars, so that as graduates they may contribute
to society through public and private lives of leadership, service, integrity, and creativity.

